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Complete aerial systems for agriculture

NEW

Mavic Pro “Fly More” Combo
Package includes:


Mavic Pro Drone with
integrated 12.3 MP camera



3 batteries



Charging hub



Wall & car chargers



5 pairs of propellers



Shoulder Bag



Remote Controller



16 GB MicroSD card

The DJI Mavic Pro is a small yet powerful drone
weighing only 743 grams, that lets you very
quickly get airborne for a quick look at your
crops or livestock. The compact size hides a high
degree of complexity that makes it one of DJI’s
most sophisticated flying cameras ever. Long
range, height sensors and a 4K stabilized camera
are at your command. Even the remote controller is pocket-sized, so you can always have this
with you in your pickup’s glove compartment.

12.3 MP RGB camera
Perfectly portable
Amazing photo & video

$1,750

+ GST

Splash Drone
Splash Drone in orange

The Splash Drone is completely waterproof, so
you could in theory land it on sloughs, or use it
to inspect irrigation nozzles.

(optional white also avail)

There are two ways to fly the Splash Drone:



Transmitter



Video-link

1. Use it with your GoPro camera with the
included 3-axis gimbal and video link



3-axis GoPro gimbal

Package includes:


(GoPro camera not included)


Payload drop mechanism



2 batteries & charger



Aluminum case

2. Use it with the included payload-dropping
mechanism. All it requires is your creativity:
what will you drop, besides fishing lures?

Waterproof
3-axis Gimbal

Payload drop mechanism

$2,450

+ GST

Phantom 4 Farm Package
Package includes:

The Phantom 4 is a good starting point for those
who want to start creating maps and digital
elevation models autonomously, but aren’t yet
sure whether they want to invest in NDVI or
other higher-end imaging systems. It is particularly well suited for those who haven’t flown a
drone before, or who simply want to capture
some marketing materials for their farm
because it also shoots amazing video.



DJI Phantom 4



Transmitter



8 propellers



3 batteries



3-battery charging hub



Microraptor heavy-duty case



Sunshade for tablet

12 MP RGB camera



Map Pilot app for mapping

Obstacle detection



2,500 points for image
stitching & analysis by
MapsMadeEasy

Entry point for mapping

$2,750

+ GST

Inspired Ag NDVI
Package includes:


DJI Inspire 1 v2 with transmitter



Stock X3 RGB camera (12 MP)



Modified X3 camera for NDVI



4 batteries (3xTB48, 1xTB47)



4-battery charging hub



8 propellers



Microraptor heavy-duty case



Sunshade for tablet



Map Pilot app for mapping



1-year DroneDeploy
Pro-level subscription

The Inspire 1 was created as a prosumer
videographer’s dream, but its large propellers
and low camera position make it an ideal
crop-imaging tool. The large propeller to weight
ratio mean high stability in windy conditions.
The image processing package by DroneDeploy
has an easy to use interface and includes
crop health (NDVI) image analysis, Digital
Elevation Models, 3D modelling, and volume
measurements. Unlike our other crop imaging
systems, the Inspire also shoots video.

Both RGB & NDVI cams
Flies in higher winds

DroneDeploy analysis

$8,450

+ GST

Available
early 2017

FireFly6 NDVI
Package includes:



FireFly6 six-prop aircraft
NIR-converted
24MP Sony A6000 camera



FireFly6 Planner software



Heavy duty GPC case



4 x 5,500 mAh batteries



4-battery multicharger





1-year DroneDeploy
Pro-level subscription
8-foot landing pad

The FireFly6 is a fixed wing, so it uses battery
power efficiently to move an airfoil horizontally.
This means larger acreage per flight (250 ac).
This system has the highest-resolution NDVI
camera that we offer, for very detailed mapping
for NDVI crop health imaging. The system also
creates digital elevation models.
You have to see the benefits of vertical landings
for yourself - ask us for a demo.

Fixed-wing efficiency
Vertical takeoff & landing

Handles high winds

$13,450

+ GST

Matrice 100 SL2p
Package includes:






DJI Matrice 100
Slantrange SL2p system
Heavy-duty drop-in hard case
3 batteries
3-mo Slantview subscription,
Image analyses include:
 Plant population
 Weed density
 Plant stress
 Canopy closure
 Yield potential
 RNDVI, GNDVI, RENDVI

Results in minutes. No network connection or
image upload required. Far more advanced
information than simple spectral ratios through
four 1.3MP sensors. Slantrange produces a complete imaging system that we have paired with
the DJI Matrice 100 aircraft.
Due to their unique image processing,
only 20% overlap is required, meaning much
quicker data acquisition & processing than
other multicopter models.

Deeper Insights
4-band Multispectral

Ambient light calibration

$14,850

includes 3-month Slantview license

+ GST

Available
early 2017

MAG100 Agronaut
Package includes:
 DJI Matrice 100 with
two battery compartments
 Parrot Sequoia camera on
H4-3D Gimbal
 Transmitter
 GoProfessional hard case
 4 x TB48D Batteries
 2 x 180W chargers & hub
 Marco Polo Tracker
 Onboard computer platform
 200,000 points for ag-specific
MapsMadeEasy processing

The goal of collecting aerial imagery is to turn
that data into actionable information.
The Agronaut is designed around a gimbalstabilized camera, the Parrot Sequoia, with four
multispectral sensors (Green, Red, Rededge,
NIR) and a 16GB RGB sensor. It also has an
incident light sensor, which means that data
taken today can be compared directly with data
taken earlier in the day or at the start of the
season and under different lighting conditions.

4-band multispectral
Incident light calibration
Ag-specific sensor system

$15,850

+ GST

NEW

FireFly6 SL2p
Package includes:
 FireFly6 six-prop aircraft
 Slantrange SL2p multispectral
 FireFly6 Planner software
 Heavy duty GPC case
 4 x 5,500 mAh batteries
 3-mo Slantview subscription
for multispectral crop analysis:
 Plant population
 Weed density
 Plant stress
 Canopy closure
 Yield potential
 RNDVI, GNDVI, RENDVI

In addition to large acreage coverage, this
bundle has the cutting-edge Slantrange SL2p
sensor system. This multispectral system with
Red-Edge identifies crop stress not visible even
with an NDVI camera.
Most importantly: it delivers the map when you
need it, while still in the field. Processing time
for a 250 acre flight is only 15 minutes.

Fixed-wing efficiency
Vertical takeoff & landing
Multispectral, incl. Red-Edge
No internet required

$16,850

includes 3-month Slantview license

+ GST

AgEagle RX60
Package includes:

The AgEagle RX60 can map at least 350 acres
and sometimes over three quarter-sections in
one flight. The imagery is uploaded automatically to the cloud via onboard wifi, for reliable
and fast high-resolution image delivery.



AgEagle RX60



12 MP NIR-converted camera



Launcher with 8 bungees



Botlink Android app



Soft carrying case



FrSky Taranis transmitter

Wi-fi imagery upload



loc8tor device

Fixed-wing efficiency



4 x 5,500 mAh batteries



4-battery multicharger

Flight control is via the Botlink app for Android,
which ensures a thorough checklist approach
for safe flight.

Handles high winds

$22,850

+ GST

incl. $1,500US annual Botlink subscription
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NOTE: Prices subject to change

Complete aerial systems for agriculture

